Cyber snakes!
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Staying safe online has never been more important. However, by following
a few simple steps (and avoiding a few others!), you’ll be keeping yourself
safe when using technology. To pick up a few tips, try our Safety snakes
challenge. Roll a dice and move to the right square. If you stick to the right
tips you’ll finish safely, but get it wrong and be prepared to start again!
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You find your parent’s
phone, it needs a passcode
to log in, you don’t know
it, but try to guess it by
tapping numbers.
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Your parent lets
you play a game on
the tablet but you
get bored of it and
change to a different
game without asking them.

Something scary appears
on screen when you are
watching TV. You show
your parent and they
help you get you back
to your program.
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You and your parent
make a cool avatar for
your favourite game
which you use instead of
using your own picture.

Your time limit is up
for using the tablet but
you really want to play
for a bit longer so
you keep going.
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FINISH!
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You played a fun game
yesterday but you can’t
remember how to find it.
You ask your parent
for help to find it.
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Go!
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Your older sister leaves
her computer on with
her messages open.
You send an emoji to
one of her friends.
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play!

You and your parent
agree which fun
websites and games
you can use at home.

You are playing a game
and a picture pops up
on the screen. You tap
on it and something
starts to download.

Your cousin has
posted a new YouTube
video – you and your
parent leave a positive
comment underneath it.

